
Tis the season! It’s hard to believe that an entire year has gone by yet once again. 

Festive parties, cookie exchanges, twinkling lights, gently falling snow (depending 

on where you live…ours doesn’t generally “gently fall”-it usually buries us 

overnight), time spent with family, shopping (way too much shopping), more 

shopping, wrapping and for a lot of families the traditional trek to the mall to wait 

in ridiculously long lines to have their little ones see “Santa”.  

I recently stumbled upon an article about some malls across the country that are 

offering special times where families that have children with special needs can 

come to see Santa without all the hustle and bustle and sensory meltdowns. Not 

open to the general public, appointments need to be made, however what a great 

opportunity for families that would really want this experience for their child but 

often avoid it like the plague. The malls have fun stations the kids can go to while 

“waiting” in an untraditional line. Parents don’t have to feel like they are on 

public display, so they too can actually enjoy the “magic” that seeing Santa can 

bring for their children. The “Santas” are usually people accustomed to working 

with the special needs population or have gone through training to make the 

experience a memorable one for all. 

Now, while that all sounded wonderful, I had no luck finding any malls in my area 

that participate in this program. It might be a great project to take on someday to 

get all malls involved, in turn, giving parents the choice of private time with 

“Santa” or choosing the traditional standing in lines that wrap around the mall for 

hours on end with tired, screaming, and crying children while holiday music is 

piped in overhead serving no purpose what-so-ever other than to add to the level 

of sensory overload already in progress. 

I, personally, always followed tradition and stood in the lines, wanting only what 

every other parent in line wanted. A picture, a memory of the “magic” when their 

child sits on “Santa’s” lap and gets to tell him everything they want because they 

have been so good this year. For me, the “magic” was more in knowing secretly 

inside that I was brave enough to stand in line with my son who was in a 

wheelchair, while other mothers chased their children or bribed them to “be 

good”. I endured the “looks” and the “stares” as my son sat silently waiting his 



turn. He was equally excited and understood the concept of Santa. I was 

determined that he would experience anything other children did, even at the 

expense of silently wiping the tear that would occasionally escape my eye as I 

wished I could be one of “those” parents chasing and bribing their kids to be 

good. Nick was basically non-verbal for the first 10 years of his life. His receptive 

language was age appropriate (meaning he could understand everything), 

however, his expressive language (his ability to communicate other than in a yes 

or no answer) was severely impaired.  

My absolute favorite Santa visit had to be the year that my husband and I waited 

patiently in line, with all 3 kids to have their pictures taken. We were tired, the 

kids were tired, it was late and the line was incredibly long. As we stood there 

waiting, I watched the “Santa” and how he interacted with each family. Through 

the years, there had been many “Santas” that I simply wouldn’t wait in line for 

based on how they interacted. I don’t like to judge people. But if you agree to 

take a job that essentially makes little hearts beat faster, eyes open wider and 

innocence can be embraced and protected, no matter how crappy the money 

may be (obviously, it’s a seasonal job), at least give it everything you’ve got.  

This particular year as we got closer to the “Santa Chair”, I started to get a bad 

feeling. I brushed it off as me just really wanting to go home and get some much 

needed sleep. Over the years we had also gotten savvy to the fact that you are 

under NO obligation to purchase the photos that the cute little elves take, 

although they highly pressure you to. In fact, there are really no “rules” posted 

saying you can’t use your own camera. I did notice that you get more “Santa” 

time if you are not using your own camera, simply because their photographers 

want to make sure they snap THE perfect shot that you can’t possible say no to.  

We opted to not try to get all 3 kids in one picture (even I know my own 

limitations), so we chose to do Stephanie (who was 4) and Matthew (who was 1) 

together and save Nick for last (since it would require transferring him out of his 

wheelchair and getting him positioned just right.) The pictures with Stephanie and 

Matt went relatively fast. Matt, being just a year old, really had a low threshold 

for this scary man. Then it was time to let Nick have his turn. As I approached 



Santa with Nick in his wheelchair, he said to me “would it be ok if I stood next to 

him and let you take a picture?” A little confused by this I asked him why. He 

stated he thought it would be “easier”. You could feel his level of discomfort with 

the whole situation and I could feel the eyeballs behind me searing holes in my 

back as I stood there thinking about how I wanted to proceed. I knew it would 

take extra time to put Nick on Santa’s lap, but I also knew that’s what Nick really 

wanted. I understood the parents behind me were becoming frustrated because 

this was now delaying their wait time, however, I had also waited patiently just 

like everyone before me had. This was Nick’s turn.  

So, true story. Names have not been changed to protect the innocent since all 

innocence was lost that day. I left Nick in his chair while I leaned over and 

whispered in a very exhausted, on the verge of going over the edge mommy voice 

to Santa, “Nick is going to sit on your lap just like any other kid that has been in 

this line. I will put him on your lap, you will say your Ho-Ho-Ho’s and standard 

speech, and we will take a picture and be on our way. This can be as easy or as 

difficult as you choose to make it.” I also explained to “Santa” that Nick 

understood everything that he said but was non-verbal. All systems set to go. I 

unbuckled Nick from his wheelchair and placed him on Santa’s lap. This Santa 

looked like I had placed a live hand grenade on his lap and pulled the pin. Nick sat 

still looking at Santa with all the “magic” that he believed in. And my husband 

took this picture right before the loss of innocence took place. Santa wasn’t 

saying ANYTHING. So, I leaned in and again through a fake smile, closed teeth and 

whispered in Santa’s ear, “I think you are forgetting the Ho-Ho-Ho’s and have you 

been a good boy and what do you want for Christmas speech!!!” (I could feel the 

heat of fury building and the beads of sweat across my forehead emerging.) 

Without any warning, Santa lets out a deep, rather loud “HO-HO-HO” and before I 

could even begin to imagine what was about to unfold, it was too late. The 

damage was done. Children in line behind us were screaming in horror and I have 

no idea to this day what any of the parents actually said because I was too busy 

catching Nick. What happened was simple. When Santa belted out his overly 

dramatic, wanting to make a futile point to a warrior mom, HO-HO-HO, he 

startled Nick. Upon startling Nick, Nick’s muscle tone tightened up immediately, 



causing him to arch his back and stiffen up like a board. In doing so, he managed 

to kick his legs which immediately connected with the “South Pole” and “Holiday 

Balls” that may have been in near proximity. Santa jumped up out of his chair. I 

luckily caught Nick before he fell, but not before he managed to grab onto Santa’s 

beard with his clenched little 7 year old fingers which in turn pulled the beard and 

the hat completely off of Santa’s face. Yes, true story. Nick was still holding onto 

Santa’s beard as I buckled him back in his wheelchair. This whole time, Santa was 

dancing and prancing and holding onto his “packages” ever so tightly. Nick looked 

confused and I’m certain there are adults out there to this day that still will 

require some form of therapy in their lifetime to fully recover from the shock of 

what had just unfolded. I didn’t know if I should laugh or cry. I took the high road 

(or what I perceived to be the high road at the time) and handed Santa his beard 

and hat back to him as I whispered “This can be as easy or as difficult as you 

choose to make it.” I am almost certain he quit after that night.  

I spent the ride home explaining to my kids that there are “Mall Santas”, which 

are like helper Santas and then there is the REAL Santa. My daughter chimed in 

“yeah cuz real Santa wouldn’t let his beards fall out.” Simple. Innocent. True story. 

Nick is 23 this year. We have stopped going to sit on Santa’s lap. But if you ask 

him if he believes in Santa, the sparkle in his eyes and the smile on his face speaks 

louder than any words that could ever be spoken. Knowing that the magic lives on 

in his heart makes the season just that much brighter.  

May your holidays be filled with family and friends, laughter and love and 

memories to last a lifetime.  

See you again in 2015!! 

 

 

 


